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(1 p R P C , .D I S 

2 CIIAIPT "AT JENTISCh Please core to nrdr.  

T Ydr; nroceedinr is a conference tvpe of hearing 

4 c()nnefn.-icite suancc o-F n notice of hearinCT issued 

5 -He 71omi Tneqv.Comr.1.ission respecting the appl-ication 

6 .Fiiec( by,, Consolidated Fdi.non Company of New Yor], Inc., seeking 

a ,uthiority fror. the Atom,,ic Eneruy Corimission to operate a 

nuclear p,rer reactor facility which i.a.s been generally 

S -si(-namted as InC ian Point Uumber Tw-,o 0 

We have had, so far in this proceeding, a pre

hearinY conference as well as a convening of an evidentiary 

1 1 rinr nrescrlbjd 'b t o -tonic ! ;2ne !cv COPIVT'iSsion and. as to 

13 that latter, we had two days of sessions *at neiter of which 

1 vs t-re any evidence adduceCd, but rather it wa a conFerence 

'75 t.v, "e of nrmceeOinT at vhich there were received statements 

1 from rpersons naSxhing limited apnearances as well as statements 

17 by counsel for the federal part5y concerning their positions 

t i. and contentions and concerns respecting the application that 

Ia ha- -,een filed.  

2o '7e have, in this proceeding or in this hearing, the 

use of a microphone. We find, however, that there have been 

2 some disabilities suffered by the electronic equirpment and you 

23 have noticed a humminq noise that apparently cannot be 

24 eliminated until some repairs are made -to the equipment and 

I that is ex-ectedl with reasonable assurance vwithin a short time,
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I but not cluring this day. So, if you find it is Oifficult to 

2 hear with the humring, we will urge everybody to move up closer 

3 and -7e w-.ill as]: the electronic equiment to be terminated in 

4 its operation and we will try to spealk norrallr.  

5 ITow, there are neople sitting in the back and if you 

6 are havin c lifficultv with this hummina, will you rlease come 

7 fo rard. There are a lot of seats up closer. There are sore 

3 students in the balcony; :,ie invite then to cone down here or 

, co7.e closer to the front of the balcony so they can hear 

10 better.  

11 Before proceeding, I notice e have in attendance 

12 here several attorneys. I thin]: the apr)licant and the staff 

13 appearances appear to be the same, li]en--ise, an-mearances of 

1.4 some intervenors are the same, but we will as]: for a detailnd 

15 list.  

I- Before troceedinc to do that, hnwever, I would note 

17 sone comrunication Tohich we have received so that the record 

will si.?how receint, Ile have a communication fromi the Office of 

the r"awor of the City of New, Yor]:, one part of which is a 

20 trnsmittal letter of a statement expressing a nositin of the 

Interepartmental Committee or, Public Utilities established by 

2? the Executive Order of flayor John V. Lindsay, and the other part 

of that communication is the statements, These statements will 

2-4 .-e trnnsmitted to the mu)lic proceeding branch.  

It has been suagcested that if we use i!icrophone No.3,
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there should be sufficient cable and the hum can be eliminated.  

2 Lnt us try that, thanI you. We will pass this microphone on, 

than] you. That does seer to eliminate the noise.  

4 We appreciate the kindness of the students for 

,5 ]Hendrich HTuTMs on Iigh School who are runninq the electronic 

equininent for us.  

That statement from the Office of the Nayor of the 

Citr of Ne.7 York will be transmiitted to the public proceedings 

S br.nch and included with the record of statements from persons 

10 0 makin limiteO appearances° 

in adclition, we have a statement from Congressman 

I Oqden reid. which is dated December 17, 1970, in which he 

1 3 exnresset his nosition and concerns respecting the apnlications 

1,4 filed bI Consolidated Edison Comany. That statement, likewise, 

will be transmitted to the nublic nroceedinqs branch of the 

16 Cor'issinn and included with those from persons makinq limited 

17 appearances in the proceedings.  

1-3 jIIn addition, we have a notice of withdrawal from a 

11 narticinant in the proceeding, by ?ary hays Wei]-, one of the 

intervenors whosc nar-.icipation has been qranted. That state

I ment of withdrawal is accepted by the Board and the formal 

I statement on her behalf will be included in the record of 
Ii 

i this nroceedinco 

T-7ith that as a preface, let us inquire of a state

ment of annearances, so that we have the parties again.
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I The annlicant, nlease? 

2 'lfl. TROSTEN: I am appearing on behalf of the 

.3 an1icmant. 1 an Leonard T° Trost.n, 1821 Je:fferson Place, N.W.  

4 1zashington, D. C.  

ith me here today are my partner, Arvin E,. Unton, 

6 and my associate, Lex I. Larson, both of the same address and 

7 my associate, Cerard A. Maher, whose address is One Chase 

fl-ianhattan Plaza, New York, New York. Also appearing with me 

today is fir. Fdward J. Sack of the Law DeT)artment of the 

10 applicant. His address is .our Irving Place, New York , New 

Ij , York.° 

112 ClA.IR AH JJENSCiI: Thank you.  

fy ,,re have the staff? 

14 PIP. KAPJ.VAN-' My name is Nyron Kar.,an, apnearing as 

5,counsel, -Oor the Regulator ,, Staf.f o~f the A tomic Elnergy 

1 Commission. 'Iy address is 7940 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, 

17 a zlan 0, 

is With me is my colleague, !Ir. Joseph B. Knotts. also 

19 counsel for the Atomic Energy Regulatory Staff.  

211) CHAIMIAN JENSCITI Thank you, sir.  

, I think in vieon, of the inclement weather that we 

2 are enjoyini or suffering, I would ask the intervenors who are 

23 I nresent for thr- Citizens Comrnittee to indicate their beina 

24 here and that will he the statement of appearances.  

5lay we have annearances on behalf of -that
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d organization and the other organization as well? 

7'R. POISMA'N: I am ,Anthony B. 7oi.sman, anpearin_ on 

)>ehalf of the Citizens Cormittee on the Protection of the 

Environment and the Environmental Defense Fund° f'y addlress is 

1910 N Street N. W., 7-Tashincgton, D. C.  

CITAIRM1AN JENSCH: Thank you.  

7 is there an appearance on behalf of the Hudson River 

PirTh.erman 's Associ ation? 

11P. 'CBF TIh 1 am Angus Pache-th. I am appearing 

n on behalf of the Hudson Pivor .'isherman 's ssociation.  

11 With me this morning is my colleague, Pichard M.  

2 THall, of the same azi-dreSS.  

3 CYIMI-TAN JENSCi1: Thank you, sir.  

7 4 Is there an aproearamce on behalf of the State 

orcnizations, Atoic yerp Council? 

MHRI !IACDOTALD: I am David NacDonald. I apnear as 

t7 counsel for the Atomic Energy Council of the State of New York' 

112 'State SL:reet, Albany, New york.  

19p And with me is Dr. WJilliam -Seymour, Staff Coordina

20 tor for the Atomic Energy Council.  

2j CIHAIRPIAN JENSCIL" Than you, sir.  

2 1 Is there an annearance on behalf of the Attorney 

P3 -eneral of the State of New York here? 

24 (.o resnonse) 

21 5 'Ihear no res1Pons,.e.
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Is there any other intervenor present here today? 

2 (Uo res-onse) 

3 I hear no response.  

-This conference was convenec! at the sugg'estion of 

5 ith parties in an effort to see if the issues in the proceeding 

can be more precisely related to the evidence intended to be 

7 a0duced and the concerns that have been reflected by; the 

a Drarticipants in the proceeding.  

In addition, the Board will give some consideration 

it to sore ratters that it has been consierina-r so far in the 

3 Ii vroceeding, but before doing that, let us inquire -- I believe 

2 v2 e had a sort of tentative schedule that there would be 

13 questions and interrogatories From some of the intervenors, 

-.1 11erhans prepared by this time and the parties might address 

13 themselves to that problem if those interrogatories have been 

It6 prepared.  

P.M, iKART-AN: Mr. Chairman, just to set the record 

I straight, before we get into this matter of discovery pro

19 ceedinqs, I believe that we did, in fact I do know that during 

the past session of this hearing evidence was adduced.  

.i. CHIAIPINT JENSCHI: Yes.  

aiI' UP. KAPJIA-4: The applicant and the staff did present 

23 their case.  

24 C1IPI,AN1 JENSCITI Yes, I am glad you made that 

25 m!rention, the fact that the entire applicant s and the staff's
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b cases have been presented and we are awaiting cross-examination 

2 after completion of the discovery, if desired.  

3 Perhaps it would be well to inquire from the 

A intervenor, Citizens Committee, what is the progress with refer

s ence to the interrogatories? 

ti T. P.OISKiAN. hr. Chairman, we have submitted a 

7 number of questions to the anplicant and to the staff. As of 

a I this mornin, we have submitted all of what w. e are now calling 

1,.ound one of those interrocgatories° We received answers to :p tongroups of previously asked questions and one gqrQup of 

requests for docunents, and ,,e are awaiting receipt of the 

; ji remaining questions, some of which were delivered just last 

w week, some of which were delivered only this morning to the 

applicant.  

So far everybody seems to be on schedule within the 

context of our understanding and we are getting ready to go 

17 into the second round of questions, once we have had a chance 

to analyze this first set of answers from the questions we have 

C9 sXed.  

k0 CIU\IPTAN JENSCH: There are txro aspects of that.  

' Mhe BoarO would like to be informed concerning the questions 

22 I and the responses. If each propounding party Will undertake 

Zi that efort; I, that party nroposing interrogatories, if they 

.4 will send copies to the Board and, B, the responding party, if 

25 it will send its responses to the Board, the Board would be
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I pleased to have that.  

2It will be noted that in the public record, in my 

3 exarination yesterday on my way 'to the transportation here, I 

4 noticed a respense by the staff to certain questions apparently 

5 propoundei by the Citizens Commtittee. The Board did not 

receive a copy of those questions or the responses and the 

7 Board would be pleased to have submittals in that regard. In 

S-the future, we wdill be kept informed concerning what questions 

are being" raised and the responses, partly so that we will be 

' able to arnnraise our tire schedule which will be the next 

It has been su gested that all of these comunica
z 

tions wi l be of interest to the parties in this proceeding, 

4 has wellI as to the members of the nublic and, therefore, as 

-the staff did in sending a copy to the public record -- or the 

Public Document S- "cion in *a" " " the Board suggests that 

all interrogatories and responses be filed here at the public 

library of the Hendrick Hudson High School where the 

Comr.mission is anxioui to maintain for the information of the 

nublic all of the information that will be available to the 

i arties in this nroceedinq.  

22 M.Ro TRfOSTENt Mr. Chairman, may I speak to that? 

23 if the Board wishes, Mr. Chairman, we will, of 

24 course, furnish conies of the information that we are giving to' 

it the inte rvenors. I might add, though, Mr. Chairman, that the
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nrocedure that the Board has suggrested is rather inconsistent 

ith the concept of an informal exchange of information among 

3 the parties as an aid towards nreparing for the hearing itself.  

At the nresent time, we are keening this as informal 

as nossible and for copies of this to be sent in to the Board 

uou.d, I thinh, le inconsistent with our ceneral concent.  

7 C.1. .AN JETISCHfl Well, I think that if the situation 

3were to develop by way of compromise and settlement, then I 

ij think confidentiality should prevail0  But I think we feel 

that limited y-)articipatiIn people have expressed concerns here

tofore and sorie of these interrogatories and responses may be 

i related in irart to those ex.)iressiors of concern by the several 

eonle who came to those hearings and ex,ressed their concerns 

and these matters can w.,ell be made available to the public in 

general ind thle Board desires to be hent informed, too.  

16 !This is a quasi judicial hearing, I thin' it might 

7 1 be well to mention. I think over at the Peekskill Auditorium 

3 !at t-heo last hearing there may have been a feeling by some 

1: narties that interruntions could be had by way of sneaking out 

or a-,lause or that sort of thing. The Board requests that 

t not be done, If there are any statements desired to 1e made, 

.-'ce will take the burden or we ill take the liberty of putting 

the burden on the staff if any member of the public desires to 

speak to these matters, if they will confer with counsel for 

7 5 the , taff who can consider the relevancy and pertinancy nd 

ii
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a copy or the applicant will make a copy available to the 

BoarcL 

Dasically, in terms of the timing" of that, they 

would have to us responses to all of the r-uestions and requests 

for documents that we now have pending before them by the first 

of rebrua-.7,° We would provide them with the questions in 

round 2 and that would be the last round of written questions, 

no later than the 22nd of February.  

There would he our brief on the environmental issues 

on behalf of the Environmental Defense Fund and I should point

464 

tirinq of any concerns which may be expressed.  

We desire to speak through the parties at this 

hearin. because we are preparing a record by way of a transcript 

and other documentarv submittals that will require care in thCirl 

renparation.  

The second aspect to which I will direct your 

attention, Pr. Roisman, is what are you entertaining as time 

scledules in this regard? You say you are going to round Ho . 2.  

T,.at are you suggesting for time and I would lihe to have 

comments as to their suggestions about time? 

Y.Mo ROIST AI: Mr. Chairman, we have been meeting on 

a --- not regular, but at least occasional basis with counsel 

for applicant and at a meeting last week, discussed with them 

a tentative schedule which they had drawn up which seemed 

accentable to us and which I will be more than happy to make
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out those two intervenors, Environmental Defense Fund .and the 

2- Citizens Comrittee are really pursuing entirely separate pathi' 

3 in this hearing, bot since it involved my tim sche dixe, I fret 

4 relevant to mention it. The brief for that is scheduled for 

5 !!rch the first; the applicant has kindly given us an ext:a lay 

since the 2Sth of Pebruary turns out to be Sunday. We 

7 antprecate that.  

ond 3.  

10 
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20 
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think that generosity should 

be noted.  

(Lauqhter.) 

MR. ROISMAN: I might say, as you will remember, 

the scheduling of that is related to some extent to the 

scheduling of a Court of Appeals briefing in the case 

challenging the implementation of Appendix E by the AEC.  

That case has now reached a stage where we can 

start predicting dates and although the actual date on which 

briefs for the petitioners will be due is later than the 

15th of February by about seven days, it is still my plan to 

have our brief in by the 15th of February in that Court of 

Appeals and have the intervening time between the 15th of 

February and the first of March to prepare a brief for the 

purposes of this proceeding on those issues.  

CHAIR2MAN JENSCH: Will you give us one more prognos

tication, if you will, when is the arguments in that case? 

MR. ROISMAN: We are going to make a request at 

the time that we file our brief, that the Court place the 

case on an expedited schedule, which means as soon as briefs 

for both sides are in,the Court schedules the case for argument 

Based on past experience, that would probably be 

within three weeks to a month of the date on which the 

last brief, the brief for the Atomic Energy Commission was 

received, which we would hope would mean that by the middle
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I of April we could have our argument in the Court of Appeals 

on that case.  

As i am sure you know, those are prognostications 

* only rore credible perhaps than other petitions in 

terns of liability.  
sGoing on from then, the applicant has indicated 

that they would expect to have all answers to the second 

round of questions in by the S{:h of March and then beginIing 

I from the 18th to the 22nd of March, depositions would be taken 

oCon Ediso witnesses w'i.ch we choose to impose, and they 

scheduled the beginning of the hearing with cross-exammination 

17 iiof witnesses and so forth to begin around the 5th of April.  

Insofar as our coniribution to that schedule is 13 

1,4 {concerned, I don't have any difficulty and would anticipate 

15 that we could meet those deadLines.  

Obviously, all of that would be changed to the 

extent that the applicants' responses are not available on 

the scheduled date.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH : Respecting the possibility, and 

20 I understand it is very tentative, but there may be some 

ii depositions. The Board indicates that it desires to 

:2 participate in all aspects of this proceeding. Therefore, if 

there is any suggestion for deposition the Board will 

endeavor to schedule a time and place convenient, to all O 24 .  

H parties in that regard.
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mm3 We want to participate because there may be certain 

2 matters that would be of relevance to the Board during the 

3~ course of presentation of testimony submitted by way of 

.4 deposition.  

Does the applicant desire to speak to thir: proposed 

schedule, and does it hl:.ve any discussion as to how the 

7 factual matter can be prepared as much in advance as possible'i 

I presne that really what intervenor'.s counsel 

9 Citizens Committee has indicated is that they are focusin., 

-through these endeavors, upon the areas of their primary 

concern and it may be that the net result wi.;tLl1 be that the 

I parties may, in some respect, agree or disagree and express 

13 !i opinions on those matters An which they have not rea.ched 

H agreement.  

In that regard, I wonder if the applicant would 

consider as a possibi'Lit of endeavoring to submit as much 

in advance of the hearing, and to limit the hearing time, 

whether it is possible for the applicant here or the staff to 

1 prepare some such list as this -- say 50 or 100 statements 

of fact which, even if the applicant or the staff believes is 

fundamental to the position asserted by the applicant or the 

2staff, serve that upon the other parties to see whether the 
22 

other parties will agree or disagree with such stateents.  

Now, sometimes that is done by requesting the 

parties to submit what might seem like proposed findings of
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num4 fact. I think proposed findings of fact, however, can be 

very general in scope and maybe so-called ultimatized.  

3 We would hope this suggestion would embrace the 

evidentiary facts, that this distinction can be recognized 
4f 

so that if the parties were to agree, let me suggest 

6 something that to a layman might not seem very realistic, but 

II supposing the applicant proposes the control rod withdzreawal 

time is 2 milliseconds. Make a statement to that effect.  

Does the staff agree to that? Would the 

Citizens Committee agree to that? 

So that if that was accepted, as maybe an 

evidentiary matter, there wouldn"t be any interrogatio t a 

13 hearing on the control rod withdrawal time, for instance, 

There may be other matters of ar evidentiary 

character of that kind. So that those matters ''hich the 

applicant or the staff believe are fundamental to their posi

tions, the other parties can determine whether or not they 

agree or disagree. Then when we come to a hearing we dont  

have to have a witness produced to testify about the withdrawal

time for the control rod.  

There are other instances and other matters of 

that kind that can be conceived and assembled for considerationrt 

by the parties.  

MR. TROSTEN: We will certainly be happy to consider! 

the suggestion that you have made.
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It is our hope that in the course of answering 

the questions that the Citizens Committee for the Protection 

of the Environment has posed to us, that we will considerably 

narrow the issues of fact which will have to be tried at 

the hearing and it may arrive at the result you are suggesting 

sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If it is achieved at that level, 

then we have no suggestion for the others.  

But if there are any that aren't resolved, 

facts that the parties may agree on, even though they are 

not included in the interrogatories, nevertheless the staff 

and the applicant should seek admissions which may be funda

mental tthe staff and the applicant.  

Now, will the applicant speak to the suggestion 

from the attorney for the Citizens Committee? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

Mr. Roisman has summarized very well the under

standing we have reached with him, and i do not have anything 

to add with respect to the schedule for informal exchange of 

information.  

I might add that our tentative schedule does 

envision hearing sessions in February and March which, I 

believe I should address myself to later, Mr. Chairman, 

unless you wish me to speak to that now.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes, as long as you mentioned it.
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MR. TROS'TEN: In addition to the schedule for the 

exchange of information, it is our feeling that it would be 

profitable if additional hearing sessions were held in 

February and also in March. Perhaps mid March.  

At this time we feel it would be appropriate to 

conduct the sort of exchange that we are carrying on today 

so that we can be certain that the case is proceeding on 

schedule and, in addition, if there are other matters on 

which evidence should be taken which become apparent 

as time progresses that we could also deal with that at 

these hearing sessions.  

So it is our feeling that tlhere should be 

addit K: aX hearings scheduled for mid Pebruary and mid March.  

I would suggest that an additional hearing be 

scheduled for February 17th.  

I would further suggest, Mr.o Chairman, that we 

defer consideration of the March hearing date until the 

February hearing date. I think it would be more profitable 

if we took it step by step.  

CHAIR1 JENSCH: Well, is it your thought that 

partly the endeavor on February 17th would be related to a 

conference type of hearing to consider any other proceiu ral 

matters aside from the matters of evidence, but the possibility 

would exist of some presentation? 

MR. TROSTEN: That is right.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: As to the latter, would that be 

governed by your delivery of the interrogator ic1. or responses, 

or can you mention now what you would suggest as can agenda 

for presentation of evidence? 

MR. TROSTEN: At the present time I do not hav e 

any suggestion for presentation of evidence on the 17th of 

February, Mr. Chaimadn 

I would suggest that we would devote.v.  

to a confvrence type hearing, but I would also suggest I 

that we hold open the possibility of receipt of evidence iLn 

the same fashion of the Boazdi's order convening this hearing 

.held that possibility open.  

In the event it appears desirable that evide'ce 

be adduced at the hearing we would communicate-,,-,. his in 

advance to the Board and discuss it with the intervenoro.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think it would be important 

that the public notice issue with Any reference -to the sectioni, 

of the hearinq should indicate the possibility or not of 

presentation of evidence. Some members of the public may be 

more interested in the presentation of evidence rather tl-i" 

the seemingly endless discussion of procedure.  

I think all of these matters are pertixent and 

important.  

MR. TROSTEN. AT the present time, Mr. Mhairman 

we w-ill discuss in a motion with the Hudson River Fisherman's
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Association, it is not our understanding that any evidence 

will be presented with respect to the case of the Hudson 

River Fisherian's Association, or the Citizens for the 

Protection of the Environment on February 17.  

CHAIRMIAN JENSCH: What day ould that be? 

That week is out.  

MR. TROSTEN: Well, may I suggest then that we 

convene on the 22nd of February? 

CHAIPJAN JENSCH: The calendar is getting a little 

twisted, but I think there is a holiday with reference t.) 

Washington s bixthday.  

We still have to look at the fact that Felrary 

22nd is Washington's birthday.  

MR. TROSTEN: The real public holiday is 

the 15th of February.  

CHAIRAN JENSC11.- Well, that is an extra. I think 

we had better stick to what the first reference shows.  

MR. TROSTEN: Would you suggest the 23rd, then, 

Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMN4 JENSCH- February 23 seems to be satisfac

tory. It will be followed by a further purlic order in this 

regard, and for the members of the public who are here, i 

would make this assertion which I had not before, but all 

those who have heretofore requested notices of hearings and 

the receipt of orders issued in reference to hearings will
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mm9 continue to receive those notices and those orders.  

2 If, in addition, there are other persons present 

3 here today who do desire to be informed concerning the 

reconvening of this hearing in the Federal session, you are 

5 requested to send your request in that regard to the 

6 Secretary of the Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D.C., 

7 requesting that you be informed to receive copies of notices 

8 of hearing, and ordersof convening hearings and the Commission 

9 is anxious that all of you be informed and you will receive 

10 copies of notices and orders.  

1 b In view of that desire by the Commission, I 

have undertaken to say that I am sure those who have heretofore 
re 

3 equested to be informed, will continue to be inforyned as 

published orders are issued and public notices are given 

respecting sessions of hearings in this petition.  

Well, let us -- we have gone that far -

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak 

to the question of the propriety of the hearing in February.  

Let me say on behalf of the Citizens Comnittee that there will 

be no evidence introduced by the Citizens Committee in the 

month of February under any circumstances.  

I don't anticipate or understand where that possi

bility lies. I assume it falls in the same category of the 23 

I applicant putting the possibility of the maximum credible 

2= accident.  ii
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We think the hearing is serving no purpose 

except to cost us money and time coming up from Washinton 

We would rather conserve, if some hitch develops irn the 

schedule that the Citizens Committee or any of the other 

intervenors have worked out with the applicant anid the staff,, 

it seems to me that a letter to the Board indicatini that 

and then requesting that a hearing be held to resolve scme 

issue, would be more fruitful than co-m-tting us .o~w, that 

we have to be back there.  

I have no objection to setting a date now that 

if a hearing is required in Fbruary it could be the 23rd; 

and we willI reserve the time. But I think it would be usefu! 

for us to speak to the question as to whether there shcwuid 

be a hearing.
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CJTPJP'TP' JF-r-TWjh T think that probably is a qoocd 

sucqestion and ,,,e will consider February 23rd as a possible 

date for a hearinq if one seems to be advisable and a!, to 

w,,hich I think the Bloard will have to know at least t,.wo weeksz 

cr more prior to T'ehruarv 23rd because otheriise Tw!e are not 

aeinc to be able to (Tt out an order and have it rublished 

and circulate6 to all members of the rublic in timIe for them 

to r7ahe their plans.  

1o rather than saying, we wrill have a hearinq, we 

will say if it does seem advisable to have a hearinry, -e 

will have it on February 23rd. I think the Board is entitled 

to rely upon the endeavors made y the parties, certainly a 

to their readiness to ,roceeO. Is I infer rrom te statemrnts 

mr,.ade here, the parties have been negotiating in the sense 

they have been submitting interrooatories and nreparincr 

responses and I think it is helpful to move the case in that 

regard and the Board would like to hear the suqcestions of the 

parties before issuint any final orders in this respect.  

iFave you completed, 7,rplicant Coun.el, in that 

regard? 

.. TIOFTFVT. I have completed with respect to 

the schedule for the Citizens Committee for the Protection of 

the Fnvi ronment.  

CFIkIPPPN JFTrCIT - Do you have an, suqqestion as to 

wlhat w.e miqht be doina now to perhaps focus the rmatters of
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r2 evidericce more directly to the issues raised by the Comssion 

; 2 for consideration at this hearing? 

3 P. T'OflTFN- Yes, 11r. Chairan.  

4 I thirnk it ,ould be appropriate at this pgoint in 

5 time for there to be a dicussion of the contenti.nns of th? 

Pudson Piver Fishe'zrmen'q Pssociation. I
Tudscn 'ive.r 

-7 .'isheerren's 75sociation is duly reresente hi consel in 

8 this proceeding; '-,e have been ccnductincr discusion; with 

counsel for the "'-sociation ard W would he orervared to d:cus< 

N the substance of these understanding if you wiqsh or they 

t Cc1ould, as you see fit.  

C2 ! C1iT. T' J ,N1PCl : Let's hear first from ther.  

1 3 . s to the statements by the Citizens Coptmirttee, 

14 1you are satisfied with that? 

25 I"',1. TTOSTFrT That is riaht.  

CIl TP.. JTrSCH{: rudson Piver Fishermerin.'s t.so 

7 ciation.  

IiI. IV.CPPTrh The Fudson Pivo Pisherren s 

715,soci~aticn is concerned about the nossihilitv of radioloqical 

effect on the fish, hich t-e eissions would 7oresentlv. have 

and we are aleo concerned ,ith the nonraiolooical andl environ

i -'ental effects thich ,.,e understand will -e first of all a legal 

2,3 question to he briefed to.'ards the end of Pebruar .o 

-e wou!d like to join the schedule alread-v esta1

5 lished on the nonra&iological environmental effects and we
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h.ad a dircussion yesterday with counsel for the anplicant on 

a discovery procedure for the radiological question and we 

reached an aPqreerent that we would present a first round of 

questions to the aprlicant by the first of February. They 

would have their answers to us within the next twro weeks and 

}v the 22nd we would present a second round and the answers 

aa would he n xtermined within two week-s and if w:e needed 

cany depositions they would be taken in early Farch and we w-ould 

1-e prepared to cross-examine the anplicant's witnesses towards 

the middle or late !arch.  

CT!71TRIP rT JIT7SCP Well, let me inquire, you say 

,vou are concerned uith the radioloqical effects on fish, do 

you intend to adluce evidence in that regard? 

P. %CLFTP- Ve would first want to get through 

the discovery procedure and perhans cross-examine the 

applicant's witnesseso 

Frankly, we would want to see what came out of 

that discovery and cross -examination before we would ,,,ant to 

Y.e firm as to w hether or not we want to put on witnesses of 

our own. Te mieht but we might also come to the conclusion 

that in fact there would not be serious radiological effects 

and that we should sirnily drop that side of the case.  

I would be frank to say that the fishermen treat 

the nonradiological environmental effects as a much more 

serious issue and while we want to look into the radiological
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In4 I effects as part of our case, the bicTqe.t part would he the 

2 legal isque we are taken up in Varch and if the Board hears 

3 the nonradioloqg.cai evidence, that w.ill be the more sicinificant 

4 part of our case.  

5 CTRT-TI' JTF7'NC'T: Does the applicant desire to spea: 

6 to those matters? 

7 PTI. TPOSTF, . I have essentially nothing to aeid 

to wAhat t'r. Tlacbeth has stated.. Mr. Chairman, that is a correct 

9 ~Istaterent of the schedule we have reached.  

0 Ps !.Ir. Pacbeth indicated, it is our understandinq 

that the interes-t of the Pudson river rishermen's Pssociation 

-,,ith respect to raCioloqical matters is directed to the 

13 possible Effects on fish and aquatic lifle.  

34 Ch12'IPP rA JrvscyT: Does the staff desire to speak 

13 to some of these matters nov-? 

P6 .R. KTP;N: 'r. Chairman, we have no problem with 

17 the scheduling as indicated by Vr. Poisman and acquiesced to 

18 by the applicant, lPowever, T would just like to Tnake clear 

9 ~whether the Pudson Piver Fishermen's ?ssociation is intending 

to ask questions of the staff on the same time schedule as 

that of the applicant? 

22 VP. TCF PTI: Yes, we would put the questions to 

23 the staff at the same time as vwe put them to the anlicant, if 

that wiould be acreeable to the staff.  

25 1,'A. yA17: : w-e have no objection to that.
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. "7CPrTV I should confirm Pr. Trosten is 

correct, our interest is with the fish and other aquatic 

life and these are the main issues that will be taken up.  

ClTIR2rIN TFNCfT: You speak. of the other armat-Jc 

life, all of these organisms we have been hearinq about, droeS 

your i.nterest concern that spectrum? 

PP . -PCPETU: Tt %,ill insofar as the fish are 

dependent on the other forms of life in the river. If there 

were, for instance, effects on the food the fish ate in the 

river which w.ould in turn affect the fish, we would be concerneC 

wi th that.  

UTe are not cgoinr to he concerned with -lants Per 

Se.  

VP. T !,' C rTT ,( r Chairman, T am not certain w]1ethor 

Vr. T'acbeth noted that the briefs of the }udson Piver 

rishermen's Pssociation with respect to the Jurisdiction of 

the Comnission to consider nonradioloqical P.-atters would be 

filed at the same tire as the brief of the Environmental.  

Defense fund? 

!R. 1'7CPFT: I believe I said that, if not, I say 

it now.  

?'P. TPXnTFN: T'li riqht.  

CyIIP p!,p JF17CP- well, does this take care of the 

conference hearincy, is there any other suarrestion that we might 

proceed with at this time?
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T" TPO.,T N - T have a aeneral o.hservation that 

T vwould li-e to mal-e concerning our prooress to date, 

11r. Chairinan. -"e are satisfied with the cooperation that e 

have received frov, the other parties to dacte.  

1:e are certainly going to do our ver:v best to 
L answer the questions that have been posed to us a.s soon as 

we can wTithin the scheenule that we have set for ourselve-s an 

aqreed upon w..ith the intervenors; 'we have received a qreat 

many questions and it 1- cvo:no to requize con:iderable ef fort-.  

but we certainly are qoinq to do evevthinq we c..n t.  

this schedhile, 

T think it is obviouslyV qute important for 

everyone as ociated with this 'hearinq to bear in mind, heA 

critical need for power and the part in supplying t.his porer 

that the Tndian Point facility will plavo 

T*Te will continue to do everlythinq we can so that 
there mav he an early resolution of the issues in this 

i proceeding and we look forward to ccntinuinq cooperation fror

the other parties :i.n this reaard.  

CITTIP" -7" JPTlT Ci1 I am sure as an observation, 

the IDoard would vant to note that the Board likewise believes 

that with adequate information exchanges prior -to the actual 

hearing dates of examining the witnesses, that the; proceedinr

will move along a lot faster because T do think it is necessary 

that all narties he fully informed as to exactly wbhat is 

UI
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ln7 I presented and to be considered in the controversy amona the 

2 parties.  

3 The Poard will endeavor to make itself available 

for such hearings a- seem to be justified prior to the actual 

5 examination of witnesses.  

6 But responsible attorneys can do more to resolve 

7 their factual differences or rather to snecify their factual 

8 differences than the actual hearin time can do.  

9 I think this procedure is much more desirable 

10 in that reqard than other proceedings which may be pendingi 

1i to resolve ratters which haven't yet been fullv delineated.  

The Board, however, does have some matters to 

1 3 present here and if the parties have nothing further, the 

Board vi'll o forward.  

'r. Poisman, do you desire to make a statement? 

V11. POTIS7N: I just wanted to indicate from our 

17 standpoint that the applicant has been cooperative with 

is regard to the questions we have sent. Ve miciht prefer a more 

I.f3 detailed answer than we are now gettinq but I think that is a 

d0 question more of risunderstandinq than anything else.  

xi Po far this informal Procedure we have been cloinq 

Sthrough seems to be a useful one for helping all of us to 

23 narrow do.n the factual issues.  

24 Tjith reciard to F'r. Trosten's comments on the need 

75 for electricitY, let me say we consider there is a paramount ,i
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need for the health and safety of the r, ublic .nd refusal for 

an operating license for the Indian Point plant .ill best 

serve that interest and we hope that will be -Paramount in 

the Doard s mind..  

CVIATP T4, jFr-TCIT: If the parties have ncthin ' furthrr!i 

at this time, the Poard has not completed its entire review

that it 7ant to undertake in this regard but it canexrs.  

some matters which may he of interest to the parties.  

I ,onder, Dr. PrIcy"s, if vou -will. cio forwardi with 

your expressions,, 

S...I don . know, how many of these 

questions that wi1.. be asked have alreadyz been asked by inter

venors and have already been considered but ther are Several 

(TuestiOrs that have occurred to me in reviewing the information 

that is available and T think the infornmation might be 

supplemented.  

I find in the staff summary statements t the effect 

that the results of the Environmental oronitorinq Proqrm , lcb 

has been conducted at the Indian Point for several years has 

shown no effect or that the releases of radioactivity have 

had no effect on the environment.  

I find similar statements in the apnlicant's 

sumarv and other reports, vet T find no evidence to this 

effect. It seems to me that since there now has been a 

considerable amount of exnerience in this area with neasurin
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bacm round, measurina the radiation levels and the other 

effects from the plant in operation, that it would })e -worthl,?h i].P 

and imnortant to summarize this infor..ation in such a %,av 

that it is cruite obvious to the person who reviews the su'amrv 

that there have, in fact, been no detectable effects or 

-7hat these detectable effects have been.  

T n th e 71CRF I-otter of ,uqus;t .16, 1966, it states 

in part that great attention should he placed on in-service 

insnection possibilities and then there is a further stater.ent,.  

but T would like to be concerned3 primarilv with the in-service 

11 inspection of the riant° 

In the appiicant's summarv he indicates that a, 

schedule has been prepared for in-service inspection. In 

the safetv evaluation there is a statement concerniinT the 

in--service inspection and that the proqram will be reviewe,! 

after several years to determine Whether, I assuve, whether 

the inspections have to be conducted more fr~r Tentlv or less 

frequently.  

Tow,-ever, in looking at the technical specifications, 

i see many places w-here it says documents for inspection are 

not presently available and if such methods are developed 

that these in-r)ections would take place, I would like to have 

inforation concerning .hat changes were rade in the desicgn 

of the nlant or what provisions were incornorated in the 

detailed design of the plant for making the in-service
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inspection, -..hat work w,>'as done bv the aprlicant hetween !90r, 

and the present tire to make these inspections nFC-.ile.  

what "roerams the apnlicant wiil continue ,evond the present 

date to make these insnections pos.sible and what the schedule ri 

are for t1,e comnleion of these programs.  

Ts look? at the technic'al sciia3o: hr -:.  

several places that indicate that insrection will tai:e :lace 

in years from now.  

I ov'ever, there are al.o ")ome indications that so ; 

insnections will e conducte/P as soon as three "'ear fron the 

present time. X:t wvould seem , then, if these inspections 

are to take place, the development t.ust 11e comleted nd 

the method worked out in the rather near future, 

T1so, T believe there is an indication that some, 

I will call it backqround information, must !:,e availehle.  

Sore information on the condition of the material or the 

condition of the welds at the present time for use in 

comparison with measurements that are to be made in the 

future.  

T would lik.-e to have an indication of what thi 

background information will be and how, it is to be Obtaine! 

prior to oneration of the n.ant, if it is necessarv that it 

be ob>taine(d prior to oneration of the plant.  

During the limited appearance, the question was 

aIed concerninq the nilant and the apnlica'ilitv, I suprose,

I
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inll I of Peport Wash 740.  

2 Ps I recall the staff answered. this auestion rather 

3 briefly that the statement was riade that T Iash 740 was 

4 irrelevant to the . resnt consideration and there was some 

5 small discussion of this.  

6 1 ould like to ask, that the staff look again at 

7 Report tash 740, at TTD-14844, aind to tell aqain whether 

8 these two reports are irrelevant, if theyi are, why; if 

they are not, what has changed since the time of these 

I0 reports to make the situation different from w.hat was reported.  

end 3 
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4 1pra! CHAIRM1.N JENSCH: Dr. Geyer has some concerns.  

2 DR. GEYER: '-Iy first question has to do with envir

3 lonmental monitoring, and in the Consolidated Edison Company's 

4 report on te environmental impact of Indian Point Station 

5 Nuclear Unit No. 2 there is a figure 17 which shows the location' 

6 of numerous thermal dosirmeters. I want to ask about these 

7 what they record, how often they are read, what their full 

b purpose is. Also I would like to find out more about the 

N continuous monitoring systema, just where the sensors are 

10 located, how much redundancy -there is, what kind of alarms they 

0 sound and in connection with the discovery of unussual radiation,i 

2 what provisions are made for warning the public, who makes the 1 

13 decision as to whether the public should be warned.  

14 .In connection with the monitoring program it would 

15 be interesting to know if any consideration has been given to 

daily publication of radiation levels in the region just as 

17 they now report weather or air pollution levels or pollen 

13 counts. They might assure the public to see what goes on 

!9continuously.  

20 They certainly have indicated by coming here an 

interest in these matters.  

22 In connection with Dr. Briggs' question about WASH 

Ii 740, the whole problem, a very complex problem of risk versus 

24 benefit versus cost in connection with these environmental 

matters has been brought up in discussions earlier in this
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mp2 hearing. It might be interesting to hear the staff in par

2 ticular addressing itself to how it considers this problem.  

3 IOther areas of interest are the question of the 
4 burnable poison that has now been designed into this reactor, 

how it is fastened in, how it functioned, what experience ther.e 

has been with such burnable poison, what assurance is there that 

7 it is going to be there when needed0 

Another question having to do with the internal 

SIsafety features is the matter of crucibles beneath the react. ,r 

10 1which is now a longer time than is desirable. It would be 

jinteresting to hear why this was considered desir-able and -that 

12 Imade it then considered to be unnecessary.  

1-Finally, in the earlier discussions there were 

14 references to an accident at Indian Point that produced high 

IS Ifallout at Yorktown° Now, we have no evidence on this so faFr 

l b1as to just what did happenr but it would be nice to clear this 

Pi imatter up,and if there was such an occurrence ,,hat d..d it 

,amount to and why was this statement made? 
II 

~ I think that is al!.  

a0 TIR. BRIGGS: In reviewing the reports a questiorA on 

I tVie detail came to mind. The question came to mind as a result 

22 of an experience back in the middle 1940s that occurred many 

23 times before June of 1946, and I assume it has happene:d since.  

24 It has -to do with the use of transit as a fire barrier.  

25 Before the mid.-40s it was used as a fire barrier and i
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the temperature when it got up as much as 500 degrees Fahrn. lt 

the transit could be expected to explode.  

X see in the report it is used in a.ation or' coithr 

wiring and power wir-ing. I would like to have some- in .c.oratJ on 

concerning changes that have been made in the transit since 

the middle 140s that make this procedure usefuI. Also whether 

this characteristic of transit was conce,.ned in sp.cifying "' e 

11material for -the fire barriers° 

Dr.. Ge3,e. mentioned the eliraination of the crucib.Leo 

There is a statement made in the report that althoagh th.  

crucible has been eliminated, that provtsion has been mde-x Jn 

the insulation so that water h]as access -to the bot..om ,,;r 

reactor vessel and I assume that means the water wo ald provide 

some cooling for the bottom of tha reactor vessel.  

i would like to have information concerain, how 

effective this can be expected to be, what sort of r!X..',:s 

it would take care of, and what certainty ther is tat watc

will have access and will in fact cover the botton of the 

reactor vessel under accident conditions.  

I must confess that :1 have not completed studying; 
H 

the emergency procedures that have been established for the 

plant, but the reading I have done so far gives mte the imlpres

sion that if there were an accident and an accompanying cnsider

able release of radioactivity, that the applicant is responsib.Le 

only for notifying the State of New York and other agencies
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Ithat this has occurred and the provisions that must be made for 

11taking care of the public after that are the responsilility o' 

11those agencies.  

I would like to have some information concerinigr the 

negotiations that have been taking place, or .hav.,t. taken plac 

between the applicant and the various public agencies co-.... I 

"he emrergency rroc \U.e2, the procedures that can be expected 

to be used and where the responsibility lies in the. event f 

serious incident.  

The t-1-chnica. specifications indicate that the 

releases .. rom the plant wil! be limited to those whit- will 

make certain that the public is not enposed to radiatLon l~iel 

above those provided in the 10 CFR Part 20 uid-lines. 

understand that the plant will normally o-perate withn el.....  

that are far below those guidelines.  

is there reason why the technical specifi.ati -n con

tains no time limits on the releases to the 10 CFR Part 20 1.iti 

and should not such time linits be i nc .uded in t !-echnical 

specifications? I assune that the tech specs were ,ritten by 

the applicant and that he has a ce.tain amount of fieedom 

what he puts in the tech specs, at least until the time ' ... ar.  

accepted by the AECo 

CHAIPiMAN JENSCII I would like to comunicate some 

I matters that may be of interest to the parties. Dr. Geyer 

referred in one part to the burnable poisoa and suggested that
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mp51  experimental test data might be of interest to confirm those 

2 £conclusions with reference to burnable poison. I wonder also 

3 las a general matter if more of the experimental test data can 

0 4 be shown for several of the safety engineered components that 

5 are accepted in this proposal for this reactor.  

6 For instance, the emergency core cooling system, 

7 wh4at are the data that confirm the conclusions in that regard? 

8 I know in previous cases this subject has come up, but it is 

9 referred to continuously as research matter and there may be 

10 data which is more updated than we have last considered and 

11 might give us a summary of the R&D in this regard.  

12 Speaking of research and development, the Board is 

13 concerned concerning the reports issued by the Advisory 

14 Committee on Reactor Safeguards over a period of time in 

1-5 reference to pressurized water reactors, and I wonder if a 

16 summary can be presented of what those concerns are as having 

17 been expressed by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 

18 over, say, the last ten years because the ACRS, and I refer 

19 to them as the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, 

20 concluded many of its reports by saying if these matters are 

2i carried out then there is reasonable assurance that the 

22 reactor can be operated without undue risk to health and safety 

23 of the public.  

24 Aside from a summary statementor in addition, let 

25 me say, to a summary statement in that regard and updating of
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the experimental test data under those research and development 

4projects, I wonder if we could have a witness from 
the staff 

of the Atomic Energy Commission about the research and develop

ment work, I think some boards in the past have had difficulty 

with surunary statements maybe not being as complete as they 

would like to have i-t. If a witness is present then I think 

any further inquiry the Board may have can be readily cons.iderCd 

and answered at that time.  

For instance, as I r-ecall it, there is a loss-of

fuel test. That has been going on for sometime, and maybe we 

can have some data about that and the other R&D programs that 

ACRS has outlined.  

We would like to have a witness in a responsible 

position in reactor work so that he can speak with certainty 

with reference to these matters. It will give us an updating 

Ii of the R&D work and at the same time permit us to consider it 

in connection with these qualified endorsements by ACRS of 

reactor projects, particularly with pressurized water reactors.  

I think there has been a concern as to the progreSs 

of these necessary R&D works. We -would like to know how these 

projects are doing. Are they carried on with the same vigor 

and financial support, for instance, that 
heretofore has been 

allocated to other projects and what has been 
discovered to 

date and what more is left to be done and 
when will that work i 

be done and what is the data that is expected 
to be derived
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from further work in that regard? 

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards has 

given careful consideration over a period of years to these 

matters, but has presented to boards the responsibility on 

the Board to say that these projects are likely to achieve th, 

results desiredand I think it is important tha.t we have a 

witness from that work, a witness that has a respcnsible 

position.  

Maybe it would be the d" irector of the 

development technology himself to participate in this hea.rin ; 

I think it would be very helpful if he would,,
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There are some other matters that I think miqht Ihe 

mentioned. Perhaps the staff could give consideration to these 

matters. i won't try to identify the source of some of these 

concerns but I think they will he readi'ly discoverable' by 

review of the documents submitted by kthe staff, of of which 

was a detailed statement on environmental considerations.  

One of the comments among the agencic!s in which thle 

Applicant's statement on environmental considerations was 

submitted responded in this way- Doe the AESC rev-iew the 

aprn.l icant's environmental stateent to determine the acw:cv 

or v,.racity of any assertions made therein? So that, fa;

instance, as I recall it, HEW, Health, Education and We!fare 

Departinent. said they didn't want to revitew something that 

ACRS hadn't had a chance to peithans review and endor;e in a 

sense or consideration by HEW .  

Now, this is just an illustration and this is not 

pertinent but maybe il.lustrative. Sunmosinq the AMDlicant ill 

cases that come along say the r-ioon is made out of green chee.  

and the hEW cointients on the radioactive effect of that, wel., 

they cannot accent the premise perha s in view of the recent.  

moon shots and they may say we cannot comment or if we give vou 

a comment it won't mean a lot. Go from that end of the snectn'um, 

over to what HEW is talking about here, and do they have idequat , 

infolrmation? Does the staff, when they get a letter from HE 

saying we cannot give you an adequate comment that the moon. isr
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made out of green cheese or the radio activity is going to he 

2 at a certain level, does the staff go back to IHEW and say this 

3 is what we think the calculations will .rove to h- ... .  

the design of the plant or the ex-erimentaliata, and no'b, canI 

I you give us further review or do you let. HEW hang w. th t " r 
concern that .. maybe the data they have is not sufficie ,rf(- -fo ! p 

7 review? 

I Now, this statement on page ].13 of the detaild 

statement on environmental considerations by the staff" wnicn 

IiItin eiws -- no, Cn Tpag-e 113 wae find 1ETV'Ps s ln 

something to this effect: The estimate of liquid vaioactiritv 

{1 discharges and so forth, in ou'r judment,is not a ,e t .  

documented.  

hat do they want in order to make the reviews? Did 

the staff get this to them? Is there anythinc, further fro.,z 

1i NEW other than that which is reflected in t'h"e staff detu'ed 

environmental statement reflected on paqe 13'.  

In fact, is there any sunrnlementary cost to 1y o 

the agencies to which the Apnlicant's statement is submitted? 

10 Then there is this further statement shown on nage 

113 of the staff detailed environmental statement which say st -V' 

something like this: Current PWR, I take that as res.,rize.  22 

water reactors," operatinq experience indicates thiat oth the 
24 liquid radioactive discharge and gaseous discharqes 'ill he 

considerably higher and the Anplicant has not desired new desiq; 

2
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implications to support the lower effluent discharges. Can the 

2 staff give us what figures reflect the current PWR operating 

3 experience and indicate that both the liquid and gaseous 

4 discharges will be higher, higher .than what, the A~nlicant 

considered, or what has been designed in other reactors and what 

kind of design information does HEW believe will be necessary 

for it to support or give a conclusion respecting the estimated 

lower discharqes? 

On page 114 of that statement staff supplemental ther7 

If is the statement by -a nublic health physician of IIEW, the 

proposed technical specification for the site gaseous waste 

I~discharge limits would be excessive if calculated by the method 

indicated by the Apnlicant.  

14I HEW also said discharge limits for Indian Point 

?5 facility should also be anplied for Con Ed Units 4 and 5 if 

1I these additional units are built at the nronosed location about 

1500 meters south of the Indian Point site.  

The statement is also made the environmental surveiJ_

lance program for the facility would be adequate if modified 

23 to include the LDS, and I take it that is total limitation 

I doses with the minimum sensitivity of a dash 10 millirems per 

22 month. The suggestion is made by HEW on page 115 of the staff's 

2 submittal, estimates for gaseous releases for Indian Point 

No. 2 were based upon a 45 day holdout. We believe the 
ii 

.  2S capacity should be expanded to 60 days and it comments further:
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When I say these are in the staff's reports, we also 

2 ask for the Applicant's consideration of the several matters 

3 to which the Board is making reference, not to foreclose the 

.4 opportunity of the 3.,nnlicant to respond in this regard.  

5 The statement is also shown on page 115 of this 
detailed statement by the staff, it is difficult to take some of 

these things out of context and I just refer to the entire thing! 

and read the sentence that does br:ing it into focus.  

Apparently the position taken by IETW is said to be 

taken because gaseous releses durinq normal onerations at it 
i Indian Point No. I hare been much higher than at other similar 

12 ;I operating PTWRs which could be interp.-eted to indicate that the 

gaseous waste holdu... w---not used. to the fullest estent, and 

14 '!so forth.  

Could the staff get those figures or could the 

Applicant? What were the releases from Indian Point No. I whichl 

were higher than other similar operating PWRs? 'What are other 

similar PWRs and what were the figures for releases from them? 

Incidentally, in considerinq what the releases are 

from Indian Point No. 1 or other PWIRs, exDecially in New York 

21 State, can those readings be compared with the readings of the 

22 environmental surveillance undertaken by New York State ;onitor--z 

ing groups? W-hat are their figures? 

I re..ize there have been some comments that while 

they are about the same, I am always reminded of a story that i
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I 11r. Warren Nier? who participated in the development of the work, 

2 under the Chicago Stadium talked about -- and Enrico Fermi, 

3 the Italian physici -t who directed that work, w-,,t he heard -the 

4 statement that things were coming along just fines he would ju s, 

say "Let me see the figures. Well , we would like to see the 

f igures 

We aren't so v-,rried about the conclusions if the 
'1 

3 figures are shown and we would like to see the figures.  

There was mention iade, I believe, by Dr. Ricjgs 

H about TID-14344. i wonder if we could have a comutation 

f precisely in accordance with OID-14844 together with the 

components, other components of that calculation.  

I understand that they have used some TID--14844 and 

some other coiponents which I think are justified; but I think< 

7e should start with 14844 and give u that from both the staff 

I and the Applicant because as I understand, TID-14844 is a 

guideline that can be appied until other engineer data 
,!7 gu& n t a c n be a li d nt l o h r ng e ring d t are 

if shown to justify variance theref-Gom and tbere may we.I be 

engineering data in that regard but if we can start f.rom the 

1 beginning point, that would help us to evaluate the safety 

considerations of the engineering matters that seem to justify 

a 'variance.  22 
As you have discerned from several statements of 

each of us on this Board, the Board will be concerned with 

ii operation of Indian Point No. 1. I exnressed this consideratio i
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that the Board has had. Let me state it this way: We would 

like to have a surmitary of some of the several monthly reports 

that have heretofore been submitted with reference to I " r 

Point No. ; particularly as to releases of radioactive 

liquid and gases and compare those with the readinas by the4 

N-w 'York environmental surveillance groups and if therea'.1 ae w.1 

other surveillance groups, I thdnk ,, if I have understood sorme 

of the expressions by the personz making limited experience 

in this proceeding, they would like to see confirmed the reAdingjs 

made by the App icant of the radioactive releases.  

i don't know if they said these words, but it i J A i: 

Mhe ITterstat.e Comerce Commission, I donthk they re.LY 

upon a truck driver's statement of what speed he followed, 

going along the thruway. I think they soi .etimes get. readir!'N 

of sDeed from other agencies.  

If there are any other readings that can confirm 

those of the Applicants here, we would like to have those.  

readings. I know the Applicant has kept careful records and a 

continuous surveillance progriam, but if there are other figure, 

I am sure they would be he.pful.
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iow, the applicant environmental impact statement 

2 in Appendix D stated on page 2 thereof, if the average release 

3 rate from the plant vent is greater than 10 percent of the 

4 annual allowable release rate as specified in paragraph 3.9-DI 

5 during the month just ended, an environmental survey shall be 

conducted in accordance with 3 for the subsequent months.  6 

7 1 couldn't find paragraph 3.9--Cl and if that could 
be submitted, I would be happy to have it with the figures 

that are available.  

I think for the sake of relief I will stop for a 

moraent and see if any of the other members of the Board has 

anything further. Relief to the listeners, I might say.  

M. BRIGGS: In the design of the plant you mentioned 

that the ECCS system was, according to the reports, made more 

reliable and this permitted the removal of the crucible below 

the reactor and other considerations did too, apparently.  

I would like to reemphasize the need for discussion!7 

of the research and development results that have led to the 

conclusion of the very high reliability that is attributed 
19 

bn the ECCS system.  
20 

In the report there is indicated that certain changes 
21 

or conditions will be required such as purging the containment 

or removal of the hydrogen, adding filters to the ventilation 
23 

system°.  241 
251 would like to have an indication as to why these 

I5
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I changes or additions are not required before the plant goes 

2 into operation, why it is -,,ossible to let some changes or 

3 additions come along a year or two or three years after the 

4 plant begins to operate.  

5 lat considerations led to the conclusion that these 

6 could be delayed? 

7 As :I read the reports the plant was not originally 

. designed on the basis of taking into consideration the design 

9 basis formally. Calculations have been made to show what some 

0 of the resistance of some of the structures would be. I would 

11 like to have some discussion of what effects could be expected 

12 and, if you wish, what the probability would be of the design 

13 basis tornado interacting with the control room, the building 

14 in which the control room is located and also the building in 

which the decelerators are located and the effect that one 

6 could expect on the source of emergency power.  

There is a statement in the staff Safety Evaluation 

that on the basis of the very low probability for wind speeds 18 

greater than 100 miles an hour at the Indian Point site and 

the resistance of these structures, that the unit is adequately 20 

protected against by winds.  

I m.ay have missed in the records any history of wind 22 

23 speeds greater than 100 miles an hour in this general area. If 

I 1 have I would like for someone to call to my attention the 
4 

5place where this reference is located, If not, is there
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information an the frequency, the number of times 

2 when win.inds in this general area have exceeded 100 miles an hor.  

3 On page 36 of the staff Safety Evaluation it is 

4indicated that the Indian Point 2 reactor vessel cavity is 

designed to protect the containment against missiles that migh 

be produced by postulated failure of the reactor vessel and 

it goes on to discuss sorie of this protection. The arestion 

here is concerned with whether the emergency core cooling 

system and the other proVwisioCn:. that have been made take into 

10 account such failure and, if not, why not? 

in several places it is indicated that the applicant 

has provided results of analyses which indicate that the 

13 consequences of failul.e to scram during transients are tolerable1 

for the existing indian Point unit to desire at a power level 

15 of 258 megawatt thermal. It says additional studies are 

required for this general question.  76 

I would like to. know ,i what additional study is being 17 

made, whether there are results of such study an what the 

schedule is for completing those studies? I don't believe I 

have any more Ouestions for this morning.  20 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let me just -- I have an Appendix 

C to the Safety Evaluation by the staff. It bears the nuiiber 

900 but it looks to be a portion of a letter from the Air 

.7 Resources Environmental Laboratory. It seems like it should be 

followed by another letter but I do not have it. If that 

II!
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could be supplied or I assume it is an error in the assembly, 

h that part of that page is missing. But the page that i do haves 

however, raises some matters and your attention is directed 

4 to the entire item..  

But the last sentence of the first paragraph says 

in reference to the original documimentation of the Indian Point 

site about winds within certain sectors and so forth and says 
7 i 
S iAlthouqh this point is at a distance 520 ireters from Unit 2, 

9 it is :ot in the most prevalent wind direction by a consirablIe 

amount.  

What is "the most prevalent -Yind. direction ' if it is 

not that which was assurcted for the calculations pres.ented +o 2 

the Air Resources Environmental Laboratory? 

p. They state in their third paragraph, itis our vie-w 

that the use rf the building wake effect in the long--term 

average diffusion equation, as was nione by the apy3licant is 

inappropriate.  

1,W-s there a further computation made by eliminating '4 

the building wa]ke effect and, if so, what results were derived 
19 

from that computation? 

The last preceding sentence of the second paragraph 

says "The only explanation we have for the ESSA value" -- and 2 

I take it that is the Environmental Science Services Admini- o 
23 

Ition -- "being twice as high is the use of the building wake 
4 

2,ef fect in the applicant's assumptions.o
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So I wonder if that matter could be either recalculate 

or reconsidered and comments of both the staff and the applicant 

3 given in that regard? 

4 When i say the applicant and the staff, we are asking 

5 Ifor the burden to be undertaken by the applicant and staff in 

6 Ithat regard but it does not eliminate the comments we will 

welcome from the intervenors in all respects to which we 

1have directed our concern. 'There undoubtedly will be other 

9 matters that the Board will indicate some concern on during 

the course of the hearing but as Dr. Briggs has indicated, this 

iis as far as we can go at the moment and maybe this will start 

12 the opportunity for some consideration.  i2 
We would like to have also a comparison between the 13 

14 R&D indicated to be necessary at the construction permit stage 

5at Indian Point No. 2 and that which is indicated or advisable 

,6 at the operating stage of Indian Point No. 2.  

Why have there been changes and what data has been 

developed to indicate that others are indeed advisable? We 18 

call your particular attention to the findings submitted by 19 

both the staff and the applicant in that regard as well as 
20 

lthe Board's decision which was issued at the time of the con

2 struction permit for Indian Point No. 2.  
22 

2.3 1 We would like to have all of your concerns as 

SIreflected in the construction permit stage considered and 

1presented by way of data in this proceeding regarding the 25
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operating license.  

Have our concerns been indicated with sufficient 

clarity? Is there any comment or question or inquiry that 

any of the parties desire to present? Is there any other 

matters to be considered at this time? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, may I suggest this? 

d We will un-dertake to prepare responses to the Board's questions 

I believe it would be desirable if -the Board were to decide 

at this time, iMr. Chairman, that a hearing would be scheduled 

Cor February 23 in which we wou, id respond to some or all of 

the Board's concern since there have beenr. a number of matte.Irs 

that were identified for uhich additional evidence should be 

introduced in the hearing and I suggest it is app roporiate that 

we schedule a hearing at this time for consideration of th/ese 

Imattgers.  

CHAIIU-UA JENSCH: The concerns we exoressed we feel 

can be answered at any type of hearing and whenever that does 

seem to be convenient to all the parties, i think it would be 

equally satisfactory to the Board and any further results by 

way of inquiry from the Board regarding responses I think can 

be developed at any hearing.  

We would, however, be desirous of receiving your 

written responses when it is convenient for you to do so and 

if we have any further inquiry respecting those responses we 

Hwill try to communicate to the applicant or the stafff" or any

ii 
ii

505
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in that regard.  

Is t here any other taat-ter that any one of the partie.E.

I

506 

,,;arties, with copies of course to all parties and copies nade 

available in the public document room, so it may be by way of 

written communications we can give further consideration to 

the responses so that the hearing mar be lessened to somjJie extent

End

would desire to present at this time? 

We will leave the February 23 date as a dateor 

a hearing if the Board believes that it will expedite the 

hearing to have a hearing at that time and the Board will be 

guided in the determination to a great extent by the c-.rments 

from the parties in that respect.  

It doesn t appear to us at this time, however, thlat I 

it will be of great advantage to continue the endeavo.-rs ,rmnong 

the parties to secure information and to post inqiizy fo 

information and meeting again as we are here today s :;o on, 

:1 have fin,.Ally resolved each and every an.  

all of the matters that can be developed by way of written 

interrogatories and written responses. The Board is more 

inclined to let this process continue until the parties say 

they have completed all of their discovery or have reached as 

far as they can go and belie-ve thie evidentiary hearing shuld 

be undertaken.  

I take it from statements for counsel for the Citizen

Fund and the Environmental Defense Fund, they do have further 

inquiries in that regard.
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#7 mpi M.R. TROSTEN: We will prepare written responses to 

2 the Board's questions to the extent that this is Practicable, 

3 i Chairman0  It .may be some of the questions rmay be more 

4 appropria.ely answered by way of oral testimony, I might also 

5 imake this point; Mr. Chairman, it may b; tlat applicants will 

C Iwish to adduce additional testimony in th.Ls procxeeding beyond 

7 that which is already submitted, including rebuttal testfilv.  

s qWle will make the recom endation to tahe Board Prior 

to February 23 as to whether we think it would be appropr.ate 

that February 23 would be the time for receipt of su'ch addi- I 

tional testimony or whether it could be received at , l.ter 

point in the hearing.  

!3 CHAIRITAN JENSCH: Offhand, if I may say, if-' you serve, 

whatever you propose to adduce additionally and iV you serve 

it upon all the parties, they might have some coients in that 

*1I regard. I thinIX the mechanical process of receiving it -1 

secondary in importance as to what the evidence is, and if you 

have rebuttal evidence, the intervenors or staff may have 

additional evidence too, so if wie !teet here on February 2, to 

20 just receive the rebuttal evidence it may not be worthwhile, 

but we would like to have responses from the staff and inter

venors if they desire to submit anything further in this regard) 

I think the entire thing should be flexible, h6wever.  

The Board is not inclined at this moment to rtconvene on 

February 23 .
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If there is nothing further at this time, this 

conference hearing in the evidentiary proceeding is now con

i e luded.  

(Whereupon, at 11:45 aom., the hearing was adjour

5O8
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